Camb Machine Knives International

Unit 6, Alpha Centre, Armstrong Way
Yate, South Gloucestershire BS37 5NG
United Kingdom
Phone: 01454322178
Fax: 01454321172
CAMB Machine Knives International LtdWe have built a reputation for high quality
machine knives, with over 25 years of experience, which we supply to industries
throughout the world. We have established an international network operating from
our CAMB Machine Knives headquarters in the UK, along with agents in Spain,
Holland, France, New Zealand, South Africa, Australia & Israel.We currently supply
and export our knives to over 20 countries worldwide from our base in the UK,
utilising our established export network, as we deal with several carrier and freight
companies, ensuring we always get a competitive price and best carriage option to
your destination.As well as supplying new blades, we also offer a full regrind / resharpeningservice on many of the knives we supply. This can be arranged on a
weekly basis, as we currently do with several UK poultry processors. Alternatively
you can book a regrind when you need it.Quality is our guiding principalWith over
25 years of experience supplying the machine knives industry. CAMB Machine
Knives was established in the UK in 1989 and aimed to provide consistently high
quality knives and service to a broad range of industry sectors. Based on these
guiding principals, CAMB Machine Knives has flourished and grown throughout
Europe, USA and Africa, establishing a reputation for high quality products and
service.CAMB Machine Knives International reachCAMB Knives International really
does have an international reach with a network of exporters and carriers - with
offices both in the UK and USA, along with agents in Spain, Holland, France, New
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Zealand and South Africa, so you'll never be far away from a CAMB Knives
representative.Knives for industry - we'll supply itIf it has a cutting edge - Then we
can supply it.Our range includes many types of blades, including but not limited to
the following - Circular Knives, Razor Blades, Top Dished Knives, Shear Blades,
Bottom Knives, Guillotine Blades, Toothed Knives, Granulator Blades, Straight
Knives, Carpet Knives, Anvils, Tobacco Knives, Tray Form Blades & Confectionery
Knives.
Some of the Services we Offer Include:Tray Sealing Knives Yate • Serrated Knives
Yate • Poultry Processing Knives Yate • Packaging Knives Yate • Carbide Knives
Yate
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